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EUPPBench - a benchmark for NWP postprocessing

● Statistical postprocessing is an important component of modern forecasting systems
● Many new methods for postprocessing - not least from the rapidly growing field of deep learning

→ Relative performance of new methods often unclear.

● Proposition of benchmark from EUMETNET module postprocessing + scientific community
○ Fair quantitative comparison of methods on real-world data
○ Stimulate scientific progress and collaboration by lowering barriers of entry for different communities
○ Set of benchmarks to continuously and automatically evaluate new methods against pool of published ones

● Here we present the first analysis-ready dataset and an example intercomparison
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Data access:

- Climetlab: (github.com/EUPP-benchmark)
- Zenodo:

https://zenodo.org/record/7429236 (gridded)
https://zenodo.org/record/7708362 (station)

The EUPPBench dataset v1.0

Forecasts: 

- ECMWF IFS: 0.25° (~25 km), 6-hourly
- Ensemble and high-res
- 730 forecast initializations for 2017-2018
- 209 x 20 corresponding re-forecasts
- Surface and pressure level data (> 20 par.)

Observations:

- Station data from BeNeLux, Germany, France, 
Austria, and Switzerland

- ERA-5 re-analysis data for gridded analyses
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https://github.com/EUPP-benchmark/climetlab-eumetnet-postprocessing-benchmark
https://zenodo.org/record/7429236
https://zenodo.org/record/7708362


Structure of the dataset
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Data stored on the ECMWF European
Weather Cloud (EWC) :

● Accessible through a ECMWF 
climetlab plugin

● Return xarray objects
● Conversion possible to netCDF and

other formats



Structure of the dataset

Data stored on the ECMWF European
Weather Cloud (EWC) :

● Accessible through a ECMWF 
climetlab plugin

● Return xarray objects
● Conversion possible to netCDF and

other formats
● Time-aligned observation and 

(re)forecasts
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Example of a gridded forecast – total precip. (high-res)
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A first postprocessing experiment – 2m temperature

● Postprocessing of instantaneous temperature at observed locations
○ Forecasts from nearest ECMWF IFS grid point

● Ensemble temperature as the sole predictor
○ Most methods use ensemble mean and standard deviation
○ Some methods use information from each member
○ Static metadata (lon, lat, model orography, lead time, day of year) is implicitly or explicitly used
○ Many methods are local, some are global

● Only 11 members in training set, but 51 members in test set
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A first postprocessing experiment – 2m temperature

- Range of methods, varying complexity
- All methods

- reduce bias
- improve calibration 
- improve accuracy

- Some methods perform better than others

- Methods published on github:
https://github.com/EUPP-benchmark 
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https://github.com/EUPP-benchmark
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Lessons learned from first experiment

● Quality control matters
○ Are the requirements for data format specific enough and do submissions adhere to it?
○ Verification of submissions uncovers obvious issues (e.g. indexing errors, partial downloads)
○ Additional diagnostics (not used for verification) provide further insight
○ An issue with the verifying observations (and also for the training data) was only discovered late in the 

process (fix was included with the revised manuscript)

● Establish a quick feedback loop to resolve remaining issues with submitters
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The future of EUPPBench

In the course of this year:

- Additional time-boxed experiments grouped around challenges
- Gather experience for future automation

In the coming years:

- Automation of (parts of) the pipeline to allow continued submissions and evaluation
- Addition of new datasets to address specific challenges (e.g. postprocessing of high-res NWP)
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How can I participate?
● Most data of the benchmark are public and available → Reproducibility
● Closed data → Access through participation to the EUMETNET PP activities
● Participation open to anyone for research purposes
● New forthcoming challenges for the next phase:

● Contact Jonathan Demaeyer (jodemaey@meteo.be) if you are interested
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(still under discussion)

mailto:jodemaey@meteo.be


Article in ESSD 

https://doi.org/10.5194/essd-15-2635-2023
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